FOR A GENERAL STRIKE IN AUTO

for

THE CLOSED SHOP 6 HOUR DAY-5 DAY WEEK

No faith in Frankensteen and other CIO "leaders" who are against strikes and the closed shop!
Spread the strike. Strike General Motors. Strike Ford. Turn all lockouts into strikes!
No more sell-outs like the General Motors agreement. Fight to win!
No faith in arbitration. There are no impartial people in the class war. Workers must deal
directly with the bosses!
No faith in Murphy, Roosevelt, any and all boss politicians!
The workers can depend only on themselves!
Prepare the defense of union halls and sit downs against police, vigilantes, Black Legion,
National Guard and other strike-breakers!
Elect Plant Committees. Elect delegates from the Plant Committees to Local Strike Committees
to a National Central Strike Committee in sole and complete control of the General Strike!

FOR WORKERS CONTROL OF PRODUCTION

FOR CLASS WAR AGAINST THE BOSSES

FOR A REVOLUTIONARY MARXIAN PARTY

FOR A WORKERS GOVT IN THE U. S.
Battle Looms in Auto Strike

General Strike for Closed Shop Order of the Day: Local 205 Leads Fight

DETROIT, March 15—Almost 50,000 skilled workers are on strike here, mostly auto workers, in the biggest walkout of its kind ever in the history of the automobile industry. The action involves thousands of other workers into automotive and other industries, including machine tool workers, automobile parts manufacturers, warehousemen, railroad clerks, cincinnati, and a number of other unions. The strikers are seeking to bring about a new era of cooperation between labor and management, one in which the workers' welfare is primary. The strike is not confined to Detroit, Auto workers are out in Lansing in the state capital, and the same conditions prevail in other major auto plants across the country.

Third Strike Wave

This is the third strike wave of the year, an indication that the line for the capitalist class. Hitherto, auto workers have gone into action and won some gains at the expense of labor. The auto workers are in the vanguard of the struggle for the social and economic well-being of the working class. The CIO leadership is more responsible for the situation than ever before. More and more workers are uniting to fight for a better future.
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